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BRIEFLY
Inside

Iraqis flee Kuwait City

Wanda wlnt:

Wanda Lyle moves up
from Detroit Martin Luther
King High School to an integralpart of the Falcon
women's basketball squad.
►See SPORTS, page 6.

• U.S., Saudi, Kuwaiti and Omani troops are reportedly entering Kuwait
City to welcomes of waving Kuwaiti flags and blaring automobile horns.
• President Bush said the war wilt go on because the Iraqi leader is
trying to regroup and preserve the remnants of power." He said
Saddam must agree to all 12 UN. resolutions, including the payment of
war reparations and renouncement of Iraq's declared annexation of
Kuwait.

Home Base begins:

Home Base, a new support group for minority students, sponsors its first
forum on racism and discrimination.
►See stories page 3 and 4.

• More than 100,000 U.S. forces surged north into Iraq and toward
Saddam's Republican Guard in an effort to encircle Kuwait and block
the elite unit from retreating toward Baghdad.

Campus

• The casualty toll from a Scud missile scoring a direct hit on a U.S.
barracks in Dhahran rose to 28 dead. On the Iront, four American and
six allied servicemen have been killed. Saudi officials say Iraq POWs
number more than 30,000.

Liquor forum today:

The implications of enforcement of liquor laws
will be
discussed
at a forum
at 8 tonight in
115 Education
Building.
Local
leaders
J
including
Ash
Mayor
Edwin Miller and Police
Chief Galen Ash will explain
local and state liquor laws
and field questions from
students.
The seminar is the imSfomentation of a Bowling
Ireen City Council recommendation following the
arrests at East Merry and
Frazee avenues last semester.

State
Fisher furious:

State investigators should
help authorities find who is
responsible for the firebombings of two Ohio abortion clinics, Attorney General Lee Fisher said Tuesday.
Fisher offered Columbus
fire and police officials help
from the Ohio Bureau of
Criminal Identification and
Investigation in solving
clinic bombings on Feb. 14
and Saturday night.
"I was angry that there
are people who felt they had
to express how they feel on
abortion this way and saddened that this has so bitterly divided our country,"
said Fisher, a supporter of
legalized abortions.

World
Caught In the crossfire:

The allies have captured
many Iraqi soldiers, but few
so strange as the man who
greeted his captors in Bermuda snorts, a T-shirt and a
perfect Chicago accent.
"Where have you guys
been?" he said. "We've
been waiting forvou!"
A resident of Chicago, the
unidentified Iraqi man had
been visiting his grandmother in Baghdad when he
was drafted into the Iraqi
army, according to a senior
allied military source. He
had no further details.
The senior military
source also told of another
POW who the allies had
found in an underground
bunker wearing dress
shoes. "They must have just
taken him right off the
dance floor," the source
said.

Weather
Clouds with flurries:
Today, variable cloudiness with scattered flurries.
High near 30. Winds southwest 10 to 15 mph. Chance of
snow 40 percent. Tonight,
flurries likely. Low in the
lower 20s. Chance of snow 60
percent. Thursday, partly
cloudy. High in the mid 40s.
Chance of rain 20 percent.
compiled from local and
wire reports

BG News Graphic/ Bill Burgess

Checkmated army near defeat
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP)
— Under American and allied
fire, Iraq's beaten army
streamed north Tuesday in a
headlong flight homeward, abandoning Kuwait City to its day of
liberation after a long, dreadful,
bloody night of occupation ana
war.
"We're going to ... attack and
attack and attack," a U.S. general vowed as Marines tangled
with Iraqis fighting a rear-guard
action at Kuwait City airport, and
point units of a vast U.S.-British
armored force collided with
Iraq's Republican Guard somewhere to the northwest.
"We have them checkmated,"
a senior Pentagon official said of
the tough Guard.
Iraq's President Saddam Hus-

sein sought to label the withdrawal a "victory." President
Bush called it an "outrage" and
said Saddam was trying to hold
onto "the remnants of power."
"Salaam! Salaam!" —
"Peace! Peace!" — hundreds of
surrendering Iraqis shouted as
they raised their hands to advancing troops. More than 30,000
Iraqis have now been taken
prisoner, the U.S. command said.
And among Kuwaitis, the word
was "freedom."
"Our joy is overflowing, thanks
be to God," their exile radio declared. "The enemy is turning
tail."
Flashing V-for-victory signs,
jubilant Kuwaitis emerged from
their homes Tuesday to greet the
a See Outt, page 5.

Mandela visit
to University
still uncertain
by Robert Davidson
staff writer

University officials have
agreed to award Nelson Mandela
an honorary doctorate degree.
However, the means of presentation is still in question, causing
doubt among GSS in the administration's commitment.
An obstacle in meeting the
Graduate Student Senate request
to honor the African is the unlikelihood Mandela can accept the
degree in person.
According to Philip Mason,
vice president of University relations, notice of the honor has
been sent to Mandela, "but there
has been no response yet."
If Mandela cannot come to
Bowling Green, a University rep
resentative may go to South
Africa, Mason said.
' 'While it is tradition at Bowling
Green to give honorary degrees
at commencement exercises,
that's not to say other arrange-

ments have never been made,"
he said. "Our first choice is to
have Nelson Mandela visit campus but there are a number of
other ways of accomplishing
what we want to accomplish."
Wayne Berman, GSS president,
said he fears the administration
may retract the offer if Mandela
cannot attend.
"It is too much to ask Nelson
Mandela, who is almost 80-yearsold, to come here from Africa,"
he said. "I am concerned [the
administration] will wait for certain individuals to graduate and
for this to become a non-issue."
He added black novelist James
Baldwin received a degree in abstentia but cited that Baldwin had
been very involved with the University and his case was a rare
exception.
GSS would be satisfied to present the degree to a representative
of the African National Congress
who in turn would give it to Man-

•O N»«n/Jav Murdock

No Menudo?

Sophomore Mike Hess (Left) and junior Kelll Kllng scon the record selection fuesday afternoon at the
annual record sale In Jerome Library's first floor conference room. The sale continues until Friday,
9:30 a.m. fo 4:30 p.m.

D See Mandela, page 4.

Gorbachev criticizes opponent Recycling
provision

Yeltsin accused of
abandoning perestroika

MOSCOW (AP) — President Mikhail Gorbachev fired back at Boris Yeltsin on Tuesday, saying his political rival is not working
toward "the goals of perestroika," Tass reported.
Gorbachev, speaking to tractor factory
workers in Minsk, made his first public
comments about Yeltsin since the Russian
federation president called for the Soviet
leader's resignation a week ago.
Gorbachev got an earful of complaints
about the economy from workers at the
Minsk Tractor Works in the Byelorussia
capital. He also said he would spend two of

his three days in the republic, visiting areas
contaminated by the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear
power plant accident.
At the factory, Gorbachev was asked
about a Feb. 12 interview on national television in which Yeltsin accused Gorbachev of
abandoning perestroika, his economic restructuring policies, for personal political
power.
Gorbachev replied that Yeltsin's own objectives "are at odds with the goals of perestroika," the official Tass news agency reported.
"It would be very simple if everything
boiled down to our personal relationship.
What is at issue is two political lines and associated strategic goals," he said. "That's
where the difference is."
Since Yeltsin's harshly critical speech, he
has been condemned by Communist Party
hard-liners and the Communist media. But

more than 100,000 people also rallied on his
behalf Sunday in central Moscow, and radical newspapers have been filled with letters
of support.
Gorbachev lashed out at radical reformers such as Yeltsin and Moscow Mayor
Gavriil Popov in a speech to Byelorussian
intellectuals later Tuesday, saying they
want to dismember the Soviet Union.
"There is no need to wonder that these
'democrats' enter a political alliance with
separatists and nationalist groups," Gorbachev said. "They have one common goal: to
weaken and, if possible, dismantle the union.
"Recently the so-called democrats have
embarked on a frankly anti-Communist
road, calling for proclaiming the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union a criminal organization and staging a trial," he added. 'This
supercilious mocking hides the desire to lead
the people astray."

USG candidates discuss issues
Major campus concerns clarified
by Robert Davidson
staff writer

USG presidential and vice
presidential candidates outlined
their plans for office on the table
in an open forum Tuesday night.
Candidates exchanged views
and answered questions on campus issues including tuition increases, student safety, and Undergraduate Student Government unity.
Dave Gagner and Sharon
Seifert led oft discussion with a
campaign strategy they said is
based on team work.
"There is not much team work

in USG," presidential candidate
Gagner said. "People want to
close doors in the [USG] offices
and that's wrong."
The team noted campus safety
and student/administration relations as important issues they
would work on.
According to Gagner the University administration is not
listening to students on issues and
he plans to improve communication between the groups.
Incumbent Kevin Coughlin said
his team believes the biggest
challenge facing student
government is the cost of tuition.
"I am not statisfied that this
state is sixth in the country in cost

Coughlin

Parish

of tuition," he said. "We need an
action-oriented leader who knows
how the statehouse functions."
Coughlin said students need to
actively lobby the state to increase education spending, but he
said gains can be made without
involvement in the Ohio Student
Association.

Rlchey

Sears

He was later confronted by students on several controversial issues surrounding his administration including his position against
student political organizations in
USG.
"I believe USG should work for
D See use, page 4.

debated by
legislature
by Greg Watson
staff writer

State legislators are currently
debating what could be Ohio's
first state-wide recycling plan
that includes a new recycling office as well as a controversial
bottle deposit provision.
The lull calls for the creation of
the Office of Environmental Development and Recycling —
through the Ohio Department of
Development — and would be responsible for a variety of duties.
, Possible responsibilities might
be:
• programs for litter prevention
• solid waste disposal
• recycling and cultivating
markets for recycled goods
Assisting in the reduction and
safe disposal of solid waste at recycling agencies, solid waste
management districts, private
industry and other political subdivisions is another duty of the
proposed office.
The bottle-deposit provision
would require store owners who
sell bottled beverages to pay 5
cents for containers which are 32
ounces or less and pay 10 cents
for larger containers.
Bill Connelly, legislative aid to
Ohio Senator Betty Montgomery,
said the biggest pitfall of the reD See Recycling, page 4.
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Editorial
Sexist military
policies unfair
Female pilots from the 101st Airborne Division became the first women to fly helicopters on an air
assault into enemy territory on Monday. The first female prisoner of war, Melissa Rathbun-Nealy has been
held captive by Iraqis for about three weeks.
Women obviously are playing a major role in the
Persian Gulf War — their greatest front line experience in history. It is pointless now to question whether
or not women should be there: they are, and there is
nothing anyone can do about it.
However, in today's warfare, the lines are becoming
blurred between women soldiers' responsibilities and
what they actually are doing. Air Force and Marine
laws state women cannot serve in combat, and Army
policies exclude women from positions that would have
routine engagement in direct combat and a high risk of
capture.

Obviously, these "laws" and "policies" are not being
enforced. Now is as good a time as any to eliminate
military rules that do not allow women and men to be
equals.
According to Lynn Schuster, director of the Women's
Agenda at the Center for Defense Information, the
reason the Army's policy is being broken is because it
is iust that — only a policy. Army officials can change
it to allow women to be close to — or on the front lines,
and receive comparable "hazardous duty " pay with
their male counterparts.
So why is there a distinction even necessary between
men and women? What exactly is considered an area
which would allocate "hazardous duty pay?" Might the
Army "change back" the broken policy after this war?
The Air Force's laws specifying no women in combat
also have been broken — will they also be changed?
There definitely needs to be one set policy for males
and females. Commander Annette Wiechert said
'' [ women ] are doing as much in the fight as anybody.''
Schuster adds, "Women should be able to participate
fully — they are there voluntarily. If women can cut
the mustard, they should be allowed to do it."
If women do meet the necessary requirements they
should not be barred from holding certain positions.

LETTERS

f\t\ TIMES OF WAR
<KX) WANT TO 75a
W)R MOM AMP RAP

Paul Wesselmann,
Dare letter spurs
college student personnel
discussion, debate Homosexual acts
of homosexuality go against the
Editor The News:
I am writing to respond to the will of God, not
recent letters from Chris Dare
and the onslaught of negative normal' in society

Realism expressed in 'thirtysomething'
Television is usually one of the
most pointless things on the
planet. I try not to watch it too
often, unless I want to give my
brain a rest from thinking. I try to
limit myself to historical documentaries — Star Trek, Star
Trek: The Next Generation, and
thirtysomething. I find those
shows to be a tad more intelligent
than the drivel that usually passes for television shows.
I love the Star Treks. Both
shows are really well-written,
and not only appeal to my imagination, but manage to make subtle and not-so-subUe digs against
our own society and much of the
stupidity and hypocrisy within it.
But my absolute favorite show
is thirtysomething.
Some people claim the characters spend too much time whining
about their lives. Yes, they do.
Keep an ear to campus, and you'll
hear much of the same whining.
The show focuses on problems in
daily life, which is appropriate;
daily life is fraught with problems. For the most part, college
students are insulated from this.
Our biggest problem runs the
Samut from getting a term paper
one, skipping class, or digging
up the money to afford rent. Real
life, ahoy.

According to Schuster, right now our Air Force is training Danish women to fly in combat, and refuses to train
our own women. Why the distinct dichotomy if our
women are ready and willing to fight for their country?
Women who are determined to use the military as a
career also are at a great disadvantage if they are not
"allowed" by law to be in combat. To advance in the
ranks in the military, it is almost pertinent to have
combat experience under your belt, and moving up is a
much slower process without it.
And what about the women who end up in a combat
zone, but who were not trained adequately enough
since they weren't supposed to end up in a combat situation? Again, their life is at a greater risk because of a
setpolicy.
There has always been the argument that women
just do not have the physical capability to serve in
combat. But, they are doing it now, and if they meet the
requirements, who's to say they aren't physically capable?
Of course, some women do join the military specificallyfcecause of the laws which protect them from
combat. And women who choose not to serve in combat
should be granted that privilege.
All in all, it is obvious some set policy is necessary.

but I can relate to English, being
a frustrated writer.
But now my favorite character
is dead. I watched the episode, as
did a lot of people. I saw the
commercials, talking about
death, and focusing on Nancy's
operation. I honestly thought that
she would die. Oh, I knew that
Gary would die in that I had read
various accounts that discussed
Peter Horton's ambition to
direct, and how he wanted to kill
Gary off; however, I wasn't prepared for the way he did it.
My mind recalled the death of
Col. Blake in MASH, but that occurred at the end of the season,
and was not really dwelled on.
Inthirtysomething, Gary's death
was addressed, and will undoubtedly continue to be addressed.
It made me think about my own
mortality. I am only 21, but I realized that I was still thinking that
my youth made me immortal. I
remembered all the stupid stunts
I did as a kid ("Hey, what will
happen if we light this chemical?"), and remembered that the
thought of injury or death never
crossed my mind. When someone
is young, they just don't think
about it.
Nobody really starts dwelling
on the fact that death can occur at

I've always been able to relate
to the subjects
on thirtysomething. When Michael's father died, he had to
reassess his relationship with his
brother. The way Michael and his
brother related to each other was
exactly the way that my brother

Along The
Middle Road
by
Chris Dawson
and I related to each other. Even
the things that they said to one
another were the same things
that my brother and I had said to
one another.
My favorite character by far
was Gary. True, with red hair
and beard (along with a fondness
for really loud ties) I bear a
resemblence to Eliott, but my
real affection was for Gary. I
could even see myself living his
life, as I hopefully will be entering academia via graduate
school. Granted, I'm in history,

any time, any place, and to
anyone, until they hit their thirties and forties, and start seeing
obituaries of friends, acquaintances, and people of their age group
appearing in the newspapers.
Does this mean we should all be
depressed, and worry about dying? Do we all become fatalists?
Hell, no! Life is a great thing, so
let's have fun with it. Frankly, if
death is going to strike someone,
through an accident or even natural means, then there really isn't
anything one can do about it.
Death happens. Big deal; so do
taxes. We really should not worry
too much about death, but keep it
in the back of our minds so that
we can focus on the sheer joy of
life, the beauty of the natural
world around us and the love we
share with family and friends.
Boy, that sounds nauseating.
Sorry. I learned to deal with
death at an early age, when my
elderly relatives began to pass
on. I realized that mourning their
deaths accomplished nothing. I
learned to celebrate their lives.
And I learned to actually live life.
Every day is special; it will never
occur again in exactly the same
way. So hey, sit back, have a little
fun, and enjoy life.

reaction to this one person's intolerable comments. I must admit my initial reactions to his letter were anger and repulse; after
some thought, however, I realized that we must respond positively. There are several reasons
that Mr. Dare has done this campus a great service.
Chris has supplied an enormous
amount of attention on the subject of diversity on this occasionally apathetic campus. His letters
are finding their way into conversations in residence halls, classrooms, lunch breaks and studentgroup meetings.
While there are unfortunately
others out there who share the
same hateful attitude with Chris,
many students are confused
about how to respond to homosexuality. The many supportive
letters printed in The News, as
well as the discussions taking
place on campus, allow these students to gather information to
make a more educated decision
regarding their stance on such issues.
Even more valuable is the fact
that those few that do share
Chris' attitude are finding out
what a minority they really are.
So, I urge you to celebrate Mr.
Dare's letters as a great step on
this campus toward treating all
members of our community with
respect and dignity.
The ony problem I have with
his statements is his comment
that he plans to "teach [his] kids
to hate..." This concerns me;
Chris, I hope and pray that
someone enters your life soon to
show you that there are better
ways to raise children than with
hate and ignorance.

Editor The News:
When I read Ms. Josler's quote,
"If the majority of people find
homosexuality as offensive as
you [ Chris Dare ] do, why is it you
are the only one defending your
position?" I decided that it's time
to quit reading and voice my opinion.
First of all I'd like to commend
those who have kept to the idea
that homosexuality is not "normal" (common and normal have
two different meanings). Unfortunately it is widespread, but it is
wrong and I am one who finds it
extremely offensive.
Now I know what many are
thinking, but why can't I have an
opinion too? It seems as though
all you gay-rights people can say
whatever you want, but as soon
as people have a different view
they get ripped apart and told
they're "ignorant''. My reasoning is not because I think I'm going to get AIDS by talking, shaking hands, or anything like that.
Rather, it is my belief that God
made the variety of races (all
good and well), and that he
created the sexes to be only one
combination—male and female.
Not only do homosexual pratices not r'work" in the system,
they are immoral. Erin Wild
asked, are "homosexuals committing some form of anti-Christian act by simply being themselves?" Yes, I believe they are
going against God's will. It's sad
to see that sin has blinded society
into believing that it isn't their
fault, that homosexuality is a
personal choice.
TraciSquier,
finance
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Respond
The BG News editorial page Is your campus forum. Letters to
the editor should be a
maximum of 200-300
words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and
signed.
The BO Mews reserves the right to reject any material that
is offensive, malicious or libelous. All
submissions are subject to condensation.
Please address all
submissions to:
Editorial Editor
210 West Hall

Ivan Groger
copy chief
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Campus
Panel addresses racism

BG aSk U
"Learning isn't a means to an
end; it is an end in itself.''
—Robert A. Heinlen

Minority student peer group dispels stereotypes

I have an incomplete grade
Marvin C. Brown
from last semester. How long do I by
staff writer
have to make that up?
Dear I Hate Leftovers,
The deadline for completing an
►■ See related story, page 4.
incomplete grade is March 1.
A diverse panel of minority
Contact your instructor now to students discussed racism and
find out what you still need to do discrimination in America and on
to complete the course.
campus during a forum Tuesday
night.
I called the STAR to request my
Heritage of Hatred," cofall courses. When do I get to sponsored by Home Base, a
choose my sections?
newly formed minority peer
Dear Early Bird,
group and Rodgers Quad Council,
You'll receive an informogram was designed to dispel stereoin your cm-campus mailbox after types and encourage dialogue beMarch 15. It will indicate three tween all races, said president
times and days that you may Donnetta Ogletree.
request sections. You will not acArab student Khaled Khorshid,
tually request sections until after born in Eygpt, said he is often
Spring Break.
asked questions like 'Do you like
living in tents,' and 'Do you ride
When will I get the fall schedule camels?'
of classes? Will It be mailed to
"People don't understand that
me?
the Middle East is modern," he
Dear The Postman Rings (not),
No. The fall schedule of classes
will not be mailed to you. All undergraduates can pick up their
fall schedule of classes at a Registration Office window. The
schedules will be available Free-lance writer
March 20 and 21, April 1 and 2;
also a photo ID must be in-hand.
critical of Gulf

"In the past racism was overt,"
said. "There are cities, airplanes
he said. "Nowadays, it's taken a
and videotapes."
Khorshid said he doesn't mind stronger form — institutional rathe questions, which have in- cism."
creased due to the Persian Gulf
War.
Amy Flur, adviser of the Jewish Student Organization, said
"I don't feel offended - if she is offended by "the lack of
someone asks me a question, I awareness of Jewish culture."
just try to answer it," he said.
She believes students should be
Conversly, Gisela Alvarez, Latino Student Union member is up- considerate to all cultures.
"Since the [Gulf War] began, I
set by the questions and remarks
find that I have to defend Israel."
she faces.
she said. "Hatred of Jews is noth"People say, 'Why don't you go ing new."
back to your country?' — I was
born here," she said. "Things like
"Racism and discrimination
that make me prejudiced toward have to be taught," said Affirmawhites."
tive Action Director Marshall
Rose, moderator of the forum. "If
Cedric Lewis, vice president of education is responsible for the
Home Base, said he believes ra- heritage of hatred, than we have
cism is stronger today than in the to engage in positive affirmative
past.
education if we want to undo it."
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War news reports

I don't know what to do with my
life. Who can help me in preparing an academic and/or employment plan?
Dear You're Not Alone,
There are several places you
can go for help. You might want
to start with the Career Resource
Center, 300 Student Services. For
more individual advice make an
appointment with a career counselor, 320 Student Services. And if
you're concerned about a specific
major, contact an adviser in the
college office in which the major
is offered.

by Jacqueline Porter
staff writer

In a lecture on censorship, freelance author and rock critic Tim
Riley discussed the military's
blocking of information being
released to the media.
"The free media is guilty of
parroting war information according to military standards,"
hesaicT
Riley is a graduate of Oberlin
B G aSk U is a service of the College and has written for The
College of Education's program Village Voice, The Washington
Post, and The Christian Science
advisement office.
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Week of March 4-8, 1991
Jack White's book is also on sale!
in the (££© office, Buckeye Room, 3
Rail Billiards in Downtown B.G.,
and during the tournament.
Sign-ups start Feb. 20
in Buckeye Room
thru March 2.
Male & Female Pool
Tournament
Any 7? call 2-2343,
(UK© office.
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at
Bowling Green

TOMMY FLANAGAN
JAZZ PIANIST
Ella Fitzgerald's accompanist
for over a decade and voted
Top Jazz Pianist by the Jazz
Times Critics Poll and Readers
Poll in 1990!
Saturday, March 2
8:00 p.m.
KOBACKER HALL, Moor* Center

Tickets: adults $5, $7 and $9; $2 students discount
Call 372-8171

10 DAY SPECIAL
Sign up for a 4-person apt. at the
following locations and save $40.00 per
month per apt.

1) Frazee Ave. Apts.
2) 516-522 E. Merry Ave.
3) Field Manor
4) Campbell Hill Apts.
5) 425 E. Court St.
6) 501 Pike Street
Call 352-0717 For Further Details
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Play To Sweep BG

■* M#w,/1o<ld s»°n»<>n

Teresa Dykhulzen, a Ireshman environmental sciences major,
sweeps the stage at Eva Marie Saint Theater In preparation tor
Thursday night's opening ot Mollere's play "The Mlsonthrope."
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Congratulations to
Tracey Gidich,
Kim Gerber,
and Cheri Triner!
We are all proud of you!

Jack White - Internationally Famous
Pocket & Trick Shot Artist
8
8
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ule," he said. "How can we know
a war is on schedule if the military refuses to release information on the number of killings and
damage that is being done?
"It is an abusive term because
the problem is that nobody will
tell what the agenda is or what it
was [the schedule] to compare it
with," he added.
The president's and the
media's treatment of anti-war
protests was also critcized.
"Bush smeared any dissenting
opinions of the war as being disrespectful to the troops — that is
wrong," Riley said. "The media
was not giving it [the anti-war
statements ] the proper amount of
space by a longsnot.
"We need to know if he [President Bush] did a good job in order
to make a responsible decision to
vote in the next election," he said.
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Media censoring discussed
Monitor. His presentation was
sponsored by the University Activities Organization.
Riley said the debate about
censorship of war information is
wrong and people are looking at
the wrong issues.
"We don't need less liberty —
we need more. We don't need to
fine tune" free speech, he said.
During his speech, Riley
blamed President Bush for misinforming the public about the Gulf
War.
"President Bush is being deliberately vague and misleading
so nobody will ask any questions," he said, calling the war
"the most heavily censored war
in history."
Riley also criticized the present
war terminology.
"It is an obscene, cynical suggestion that a war is on sched-
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You can't
buy Aldus 1
PageMaker
(Regular list price $795)

THE WINTER AWAY!
WITH FREE GAS FOR
HEATING & COOKING AT

WINTHROP
TERRACE
APTS.
PH. 352-9135
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USO
Continued from page 1.
non-partisanship," he said.
Sara Parish and Damian Billack said they believe involvement in OSA is necessary to
effectively lobby the statehouse.
"It is more effective to have the
schools united in Columbus than
to have a different school down
there each week," Parish said.
Parish said their ticket would
add a "fresh perspective to student government.''
"We want to bring back students and organizations that feel
alienated by the current administration," she said.
The team of Greg Richey and
Kelly Warner said they believe
learning the ways of USG should
be a prerequisite to running for
office and stressed they will work
for student rights.

Richey pointed to his involvement in USG bills favoring
student rights as qualification for
the position and said the team is
concerned with discrimination on
campus.
"We plan to increase minority
enrollment and retention," he
said.
Mike Sears and Robert Routzahn said they believe unity
within USG "will happen with the
right leadership," and plan to
focus their efforts on campus
unity.
"There has never been a better
time for unity," Routzahn said.
"The governor just hacked $45
million from the education budget."
Sears also stressed he does not
believe partisanship is creating
conflict in USG.

Falcons battle Ball State
on WBGU - 88.1 ftm
FM

rx

Join Jeff Gibbons and Kirk Phillips for all
the action. Pregame airs at 4:45 p.m.
_MIUl«MII««IHI.M«.
with two games to
follow.
m..iririiM
m

Enjoy Better Living in '91 With

Racial unity peer group formed
Home Base organization basis to inform cultures with activities
by Marvin C. Brown
staff writer

Minority students from two residence halls promoting racial
unity pooled their resources by
organizing a peer group patterned after other campus support
groups.
Home Base, a network of minority students from Rodgers
Quadrangle and Kohl Hall, was
created to offer support to minority students, while urging understanding between races, said
Home Base President Donnetta
Ogletree.

Mandela
D Continued from page 1.

cycling bill is the deposit provision.
The bill calls for companies to
eiy an additional $1 fee for each
n of solid waste they dispose in
Ohio. The fee will fund litter prevention, solid waste recycling
and waste reduction programs.
"This is the biggest fighting
point of the bill," Connelly said.
Senator Montgomery is on the
committee which is reviewing the
bill.
"She leans in opposition to the
bottle-deposit provision," Connesaid. "But she is willing to
# lly
listen to all arguments."
While there nave been previous
(recycling] bills sent through
Ohio legislation, this is the first
with a bottle-deposit provision, he

Danny's Type Write
Typewriter
Repair Service

Small Buildings
Mini Mall

#

All Makes
• Specialized in IBM •
Student Discounts Available
FOR SERVICE CALL

*
*

Danny Cota... .Technician

Houses

All residents will have membership
privileges to Cherrywood Hoalth Spa

354-1247
ribbons and supplies available
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added.
Other states with state-wide recycling programs include Michigan, which has had a bottleredemption program for more
than 10 years, and Vermont, Connelly said.
One of the largest problems
with the bottle-deposit provision
is the extra amount of work, such
as separating and cleaning the
bottles, Connelly said.
Connelly worked in Michigan
when the state began its recycling efforts 10 years ago.
"There are a lot of man hours
[in separating the bottles]," he
said.

lems, Connelly said.
"If we take out the beverage
provision, we will also take out
aluminum cans, which is the bulk
of the recycling program," he
said. "This will take out the profit
[of recycling], and it will be more
difficult to get people to recycle."
State legislators will have to increase recycling efforts in many
areas, especially concerning
paper if the bill passes.
By 1992,10 percent of all paper
purchased by state legislators
and their employees must be recyclable, 25 percent must by recyclable by 1994 and 40 percent
must be recyclable by 1996, Connelly said.

If the Ohio legislators want the
"We don't want to require other
bottle-deposit provision taken people to do what we can't do ourout, this may cause other prob- selves," he added.

LEASING SUMMER AND FALL

minority organizations — like
Founders and Harshman," Ogletree said. "So we decided it was
important to offer students at
Rodgers and Kohl the same opportunities."
Scott Ziance, president of Rodgers Quad Council, described
Home Base as one of the many
campus-wide minority organizations doing important work.
"There can never be enough
organizations on campus to help
others appreciate cultural differences," he said. "[Rodgers Quad
Council] thought it would be nice
to be co-sponsors of the panel dis-

:: Continued from page 1.

We can satisfy your apartment needs from
efficiencies to two bedroom.

Fox Run
Haven House
Piedmont
Birchwood

of all cultures together to learn
from one another.
The group meets weekly to utilize the input gathered from residents of both halls. In keeping
with their goals, Home Base
joined with Rodgers Quad Council to co-sponsor its first program
— a multi-race panel discussion
titled "Heritage of Hatred,"
which took place Tuesday night in
West Hall.
According to Ogletree, Home
Base was patterned after other
minority programs in residence
halls.
"There are other residence
halls that have started their own

Recycling

REFERRED PROPERTIES CO.*
Rental Office located at Cherrywood
Health Spa
phone: 352-9378

A resident of Rodgers, Ogletree
said she believes Home Base is a
"timely, necessary organization."
"Home Base was designed to
serve as a peer group," she said.
"We named it Home Base because that's what we want to be
— a home away from home for
minority students."
According to adviser Monique
Pillow, assistant hall director at
Rodgers, the organization intends
to bring cultures together
through informative activities.
"With a goal to inform, the
group basically created itself,"
she said. "We aim to bring people

dela — an option the ANC has
agreed would be possible, Bermansaid.
Mason said while it is an important tradition to present honorary
degrees in person, other forms of
presentation have been used and
he agrees an alternative presentation might be necessary in
Mandela's case.
"It would be nice to give [Mandela the degree] in the spring or
in August or even December
commencement," he said. "The
other option would be to have the
appropriate individual from the
University go [to Africa] to bestow the degree."
The method of presentation will
be decided later — if Mandela accepts the degree.
The GSS nominated Mandela
for the award in the fall of 1989,
before the anti-apartheid activist
was released from 27 years in a
South African prison.
"We [GSS] feel that Bowling
Green would be on the cutting
edge of universities if they would
acknowledge Nelson Mandela's
unparalleled commitment to
social justice," Berman said.
GSS has been working to honor
Mandela throughout the past
Sear and he believes Mandela is
le best choice to receive a degree, he said.
Individuals are considered for
honorary degrees in response to
nominations made by individuals
to the honorary degrees and
commemoratives committee.
The honorary degrees and commemorative committee then
makes its recommendation to the
University president and board of
trustees who make final decisions
to grant degrees.
B for any reason the University
retracts its degree offer to Mandela, the GSS will send a petition
and unofficial degree to Mandela
as a sign of University support.
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Gulf
Bush: Hussein not Allies near a remarkable victory
interested in peace
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush grimly vowed to press
the war against Iraq "with undiminished intensity" Tuesday as
the Pentagon said Saddam Hussein's shattered army was "in
full retreat." Bush said the troops
were leaving only in hopes of regrouping to fight again another
day.
"Saddam is not interested in
peace," Bush declared.
"He is trying to save the remnants ofpower and control in the
Middle East by every means possible," Bush said. "And here, too,
Saddam Hussein will fall."
Pounded by air and ground attacks, Saddam's forces were on
the run in occupied Kuwait and
threatened by more than 100,000
U.S. and allied troops in southern
Iraq. A small band of U.S. and
Saudi special forces probed Kuwait City as an allied force of
thousands waited to enter the
Kuwaiti capital.
"Tomorrow, when the sun
comes up, the question in my
mind is whether the enemy is going to be there," Lt. Gen. Thomas
Kelly said at the Pentagon. He
said Saddam's powerful Republican Guard had not performed any
better in battle than other units.
"The Iraqi army is in full retreat, although there is still fighting going on," Kelly said.
Declaring the allies were advancing faster than expected,

Bush proclaimed, "The liberation
of Kuwait is close at hand."
After an afternoon update on
the war, Bush said, "We are not
only on schedule, we're ahead of
schedule. No commander in chief
has ever been so proud of America's men and women in uniform."
In a radio speech, Saddam said
he had ordered his troops to withdraw. Bush dismissed that in a
terse and unyielding statement in
the Rose Garden, saying, "He is
trying to claim victory in the
midst of a rout."
Vice President Dan Quayle was
at Bush's side during the White
House statement and later made
clear the United States wants to
render Saddam powerless. "Saddam and his military machine
are simply incompatible with a
lasting and just peace," Quayle
said in a speech at McGuire Air
Force Base in New Jersey.
Britain, France, Egypt, Germany, Italy and Japan all said
withdrawal alone was not enough
and that Iraq must comply with
all U.N. resolutions imposed after
Iraq's Aug. 2 takeover of Kuwait.
Aside from demanding immediate and unconditional withdrawal, the measures call for
quick release of detained foreigners, raise the possibility of
war reparations and urge nations
to collect evidence of human
rights abuses.

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) — After befuddling the Iraqis with
deceptive maneuvers and blasting them with high-tech weapons, the
U.S.-led coalition appeared Tuesday on the verge of a victory that will
go into military textbooks.
Backed by President Bush's order that no Iraqis would be allowed to
go home with their weapons, the fast-moving U.S. forces were reported to have nearly completed the encirclement of Kuwait and reached
the Euphrates River in Iraq.
As a tank battle raged between U.S. Marines and Iraqi units at
Kuwait's international airport, the chief spokesman for the U.S.
command acknowledged that other pockets of resistance also remained.
"Let there be no mistake. The war is not over," said Marine Brig.
Gen. Richard Neal, deputy chief of operations for the U.S. command.
But amid the expressions of caution, there was among U.S. officers

Gulf

;: Continued from page 1.
first outsiders to venture into
their burned, looted city.
People ran up to hug and kiss
triumphant American soldiers
who punched SO miles north from
Saudi Arabia in a three-day
ground campaign, Associated
Press photographer Laurent Rebo urs reported from the city's
outskirts.
There were no new reports
Tuesday on U.S. and allied dead
and wounded. There has been
little information about Iraqi
casualties.
The Soviet Union urged the
United Nations to call an immediate cease-fire in view of the

X I

Iraqi withdrawal announced
Tuesday by Baghdad radio and
later by Saddam.
"Saddam is not interested in
peace, but only to regroup and
tight another day," Bush said in a
tough statement to the press in
the White House Rose Garden.
Bush also pointed out Saddam
made no formal commitment to
renounce Iraq's historic claim to
Kuwait, or to accept responsibility for war reparations.
Iraqis who lay down their arms
will not be attacked as they retreat. Bush said. Otherwise, they
were fair game for the Desert
Storm forces.

presents:

DRY BOCK
i \

~ Bowl *N' Greenery"
All you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00

a sense they were about to close out one of the most remarkable episodes in military history.
They pointed to the numbers ticked off by Neal:
• 21 of the 42 Iraqi divisions sent to Kuwait, roughly 200,000 men,
"destroyed or rendered ineffective."
• 32,000 prisoners, a grimy and bedraggled lot, but grateful to be
done with the round-the-clock roar of bombs and artillery.
• 400 Iraqi tanks destroyed in three days by air strikes and armored
clashes.
• Four U.S. servicemen killed and 21 wounded in the ground fighting,
casualties so low as to deny all expectations, especially for warfare
with heavy weapons at close range.
Most credit, officers say, must go to the U.S. commander, Gen. H.
Norman Schwarzkopf.
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Hard work pays off for BG's Lyle
Motor City.

by Jamie JOM
ant sports editor

Inner-city Detroit, famous for
its high crime rate, automobiles
and motown music. But most of
all it produces some of the best
basketball players in the country.
The names of such players as
UNLVs Anderson Hunt, New
Jersey Net
Derrick Coleman and Michigan State's
Steve Smith,
pop into minds
of basketball
junkies when
Detroit is mentioned.
However, for many BG women's basketball fans, it's Wanda
Lyle who is thought of when discussing players coming from the

Lyle, who ventured away from
the Great Lakes state four years
ago, sat out her first year at BG
after failing to meet Proposition
48 requirements. But rather than
sit back, Lyle used the minor setback to her advantage as she
started playing pick-up basketball at the Student Recreation
Center.
"Playing in the Rec is just like
playing at home because
whenever you go to a gym back in
Detroit there's nothing but guys,"
Lyle said. "The the only way I
could get better at my game was
to play with the guys because
they don't give you any breaks;
they just treat you like one of the
guys."
In addition to playing against
the men at the Rec, sne developed
a lot of her game playing against
her neighbor.
"I would play him one on one

TONIGHT
OPEN AUDITIONS
Black Swamp Player's Production
Of Shakespeare's

ROMEO AND JULIET
Wed. And Thur.. Feb. 27 & 28
Room 117 Bowling Green High School
7:00 - 9:00
Presentation Dates: May 17-18 Kobacker Hall

and he would always block my
shot and I was always determined to get him back some way
(her driving lay-ups)." Lyle said.
Lyle, a basketball fanatic, does
anything to improve her game in
the off-season including playing
basketball all summer, going to
the YMCA, running, and working
summer camps.
Battling to establish herself in
her sophomore year she played
just 6.5 minutes per game averaging 2.2 points per game and 0.4
rebounds per game behind Naismith Award winner Paulette
Backstrom and only 12 mpg in
her junior year, but increased her
averages to 6.0ppg, 3.2 rpg.
However, this year Lyle's
hours of hard work have really
started to payoff starting all but
one of BG's 24 games, averaging
13 ppg and 3.1 rpg in 23.8 mpg,
and recorded a career high 28
points Saturday against Kent.
"She has been an integral part
of our team," BG head coach
Fran Voll said. "She has matured
both on and off the court, not in
just one area, but she's found
success as a person and a student-athlete — in the true sense of
the word."
Kent State head coach Bob
Lindsay agrees with Voll.
"She s (Lyle) obviously a good
athlete and helps her team with
her quickness and athleticism,"
Lindsay said. "She's hit some big
shots against us and had a good
Mill

Mill

.MMI

gametoday(Feb.22)."
In her four years at BG, Lyle
played on two Mid-American
Conference Tournament Championship teams.
One would think these honors
would be regarded as the highest
achievement for a player, but
just having the opportunity to
play for BG is Lyle's most fulfilling experience.
''Just being able to have a
chance to play basketball and put
on a Falcon uniform is fulfilling
enough because it's every kids
dream to play in the college
ranks," Lyle said.
Another gratifying part of life
for Lyle is her socialwork studies
at the University. She really enjoys working with kids and after a
December '91 graduation plans to
help them in any way she can.
'1 like working with anybody,
but with kids you can steer kids
who are headed in the wrong
direction into the right one while
their still young," Lyle said.
However, one of the things she
does and doesn't look forward to
is competing against high school
teammate Western Michigan's
Denise Kirby who Lyle holds high
respect for on both ends of the
court.
"When we get out on the court
it's just like we're back at home, I
tell her to stop pulling on my jersey, she tells me to check-up, it's
just something that we do to have
fun. But we know we have to put
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Congratulations to the members
of Alpha Omicron Pi who made
the Dean's List last fall....

Coll 352 - 2102

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

352-9951

EDDIE SHAW & THE WOLFGANG
Wednesday - Saturday
Feb 27 - March 2
16-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover efter 9:30
21 and Over
$1 00 cover after 9:30

Wendy Booth
Amy Culler
Staci Goff
Gretchen Hoover*
Lara Lee
Joylene Morain
Becky Norton
Heather Pullano
Lucinda Robbins
Lisa Sal vat ore
Jennifer Steger

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

Natalie Cadman
Beth Fuleky*
Tricia Gray
Karen Hutton
Jennifer Middlestetter*
Angela Murphy
Jennifer Paugh *
Kim Ratajczak
Wendey Russell
Dana Solich
Kristin Tomasko*

* Denotes 4.0 G.P.A.

that aside because we're both trying to win," Lyle said.
Both come from Detroit's Martin Luther King High which is
known for producing many of the
best high school women's basketball players in the country, including this year's Miss Basketball of Michigan, Makita Aldrich.
In fact Lyle was part of the
1985-86 team that won the state title and the 1986-87 team that finished state runner-ups.
In addition to the guidance of
Voll, Lyle has received guidance
and inspiration from her grandmother Minnie Lewis.
"She's my legal guardian and
inspires me to keep going no matter whether I have a bad day on
the court, in school, or my personal life. I can always call up my
grandmother and tell her if something is wrong and she'll talk to
me and make me feel better. I really love my grandmother a lot."
Lyle shows her love for her
grandmother by putting her
name on her spandex shorts and
on the soles of certain gym shoes.
"I know she (her grandmother)
can't make it to all the games, but
I always know she's always thinking about me and she wants me to
do well and keep my composure,"
Lyle said. "When things aren't
going right she just says 'There's
always tomorrow, tomorrow will
always be a better day.'"
A saying that all athletes and
students should live by.
□ D D
Both the women's and men's
teams resume action tonight
against Ball State at Muncie, Ind.
at 5 and 7:30, respectively.

Tennis
defeats
the Zips
by Sebastien Caruthers
sports writer

The women's tennis team
defeated the Akron Zips 6-3.
BG fell behind three matches to one but regained its
self-confidence and stuck
together to win the last five
singles matches in a row.
"We are not used to playing doubles first and we
struggled a little early in the
match," head coach Penny
Dean said. "But the team
showed great courage and
really supported each other
in a ,rgood comeback
match.
Leading the way for BG in
doubles play were Carla
Marshack and Tisa Pacella.
They defeated Lisa Maroscher and Kathy Borsetti in
three sets, 6-0,44, and 6-4.
In singles action. Marshack, Kelly King, Robynn
Monn, and Lori Wydysh easily won their matches in two
sets.
Pacella struggled in her
singles match and lost the
first set 4-6. But she kept her
composure in the next two
sets and hammered Katie
McCumisky, 6-1, 6-2, to win
the match.
"I'm very proud of the
team, they snowed good
composure and played exceptionally well," Dean

CHARLESTOWN and
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CLEVELAND CAVALIERS"
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Quarter's Cafe

:

Thursday. February 28 ■
8:30pm
JOE TAIT RADIO SPORTSCASTER FOR
20 SOLID YEARS

Year-round,
part-time dock
work loading
and unloading
trailers. 3-4 hours
per day
Monday through
Friday.
Students interested
should meet with
Employment
Represenatives
Thursday,
February 28,
from 1pm to
5:30pm, Capital
Room in the
University
Union. We are
an equal
opportunity
employer.
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
Contempory Night - Dry Dock
Sat March 2 from 9 pm lo 1 am DRY DOCK
Salutea and Welcomes BG a Chnalian Organ,
jettons (or one big ' FeeOwahip"• Come "party"
with other organizations aa mustc trom Petra.
Steve Chapman. Amy Grant. Sandi Patti and
others til the Hals ot Dry Dock Feet tree to
bring your favorite Contempory Music with you*
COOTS Light * WFAL Present:
Joe Tait - Voice ot the CAVS In ParsonI
Thursday February 28
Call 372-2195 or 353-8735 tor details

Hear an Islamic perspective at the Understand
mg the Gull War Discussion Series Thursday.
Fob 26. 8-9 pm in 204 Moseiey Gueat
speaker is Satima Al Hayam. Islamic Studies.
Unrv ot Mich Everyone welcome
JOE TAIT • Voice of the Cleveland Caval
Live In Bowling Green!
Brought to you by WFAL and Coore Light
Contact 372-219S or 353-8735 lor more Into.
live thsl Thursday!
Meet Joe Tah - Voice ot CAVSI
Prasantad by WFAL t Coora Light
Call 3S3-873S or 372-2195 tor details
1

NOTICE ) PRE REGISTRATION MEETING' ALL
STUDENTS WHO applied tor Summer OR Fall
1991 El Ed Methods (EDO 350. 351. 352.
353. 355. 356) are expected to attend this
meeting. Tuesday March 5. 4 00 pm. 115 EducehonBtdg BE THERE'"
Open Auditions
Black Swamp Players' Production
ot Shakespeare
ROMEO and JULIET
Room 117 Bowlmg Green High School

WFAL t COORS LIGHT PRESENT:
THE VOICE OF THE CLEVELAND CAVALIERS
• JOE TAIT *
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 28TH
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION: 2-2195 OR
3S3-873S
"CRUISE INTO HEALTH" FAIR
WHEN? Thurs Feb 28 11 am - 4 30pm
WHERE' Lenhart Ballroom. University Union
FOR WHO7 Everyone is welcome" There win
be screenings • cholesterol, blood pressure,
and glaucoma, treebies and costume crtarac
tars'
Don't rruss out on all the fun'

LOST & FOUND
Found calculator in Ine Tech BJdg on 2' 15
call 354-7397 and identity

$40 00

SERVICES OFFERED

PREGNANT?
We can help Free pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call 354 MOPE

PERSONALS

7 00-9 00
Presentation Dates May 17-18 Kobacher Hall

Call 3522102

BGSU BANDS IN CONCERT

PI SIGMA EPSILON
INFORMAL - SOCIAL MEETING
WED. FEB 27 - 7:30 IN 110 BA
OPEN TO ALL
PI SIGMA EPSILON
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM
DISCUSSION SERIES «4
Film and guest speaker Dentse Hartsough discuss the social/legal context ot reproduction
7:30 PM WEDNESDAYS UCF FELLOWSHIP

HALL
The On-Ca/npus Housing Office will be
CLOSED Thursday and Friday, Feb 28 & Mar
1 The Staff will be participating in Protect 90
Training Please slop in another day Thanks
What Motivation Madness Workshop
Entitled Inspirations a Aspirations
Who Beth Adler Organic Consultant
University ot Michigan
When. March 6 al 7 00 pm
(Workshop wril last 1 - 1 1/2 hours )
Where North Eaat Commons
Workshop is tree and open to aH For reservations, call Student Activities and Orientation at
372-2843

AOD-AGD-AQD-AGD-AGD-AGD-A0D
The Sisters ot Alpha Gamma Delta would like to
snow their support tor the troops m the Persian
Gull We hope (or their quick and sate return '''
AOn-AOO-AOO-AOD'AOD-AOD-AOD
ATO Softball Tourney Rallla
JI 00 par ticket
Prizes furnished by Finder's Records

College grad's happily married
childless wish to adopt white
newborn from btfthmother with
simitar background College
education, a stable home with
an abundance of love is assured

Gamma Phi Beta ' Jer.na Vogl
We the Sisters ot Gamma Phi Beta would kke to
congratulate our RISING STAR Jenna on her
terrific performance «n An Evening of Eudora
Wetty
Love A TTKE Your Gamma Pf* Sisters
GAY LESBIAN INFORMATION LINE
It you have Questions about homosexueaty or
the gay community m Northwest Ohio, can
352 LAGA (352 5242) from 7 10 pm Mon
days Wednesdays, and Fridays Gay and gay
supportive men end women are ave4sbte to
provide information and support

intramural Voeeybel officials needed Mandatory came March 5 5 9 PM Apply m 108
Rec Center
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Wormsn'S 1
Coed Voeeybel March 5 Women's Singles I
Doubles Racquetbal March 12. Coed Bowkng
March 18 Men s • Women's Soccer • March
19 Coed 3 Pilch Softball ■ Aprl 2. Coed 1
Men s Sgtt Tenms Apm 3 Al entrtas due by
4 00 p m on due dete m 108 Rec Center

GOVERNMENT HOMES from S1
(U repair) Deknquent tax property
rtepoaaiaaona Your area |1) 805 962 8000
Ext GH 9649 tor current repobSt
Hear an Islamic perspective at the Understand
•ng the Gulf War Discussion Senas. Thursday.
Feb 28 8 9 pm m 204 Moseiey Guest
speaker is Satima Al Hayam la*arn*c Studies
Unrv ot Mich Everyone welcome'

GAMMA PHI BETA TKE GAMMA PHI BETA
TKE
Congratulations go out to Stacy Medvitz on her
recent engagement to Jetf Felix
Love a TTKE. your Gamma Phi Sisters

INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPUCA
TfONS ARE DUE BY MARCH 15. 1991 PICK
UP APPLICATION IN 108 REC CENTER GET
INVOLVED IN PLANNING THE INTRAMURAL
PROGRAM

PageMaker for Macintosh
and PCcom patib le computers
is now available with a great
education discount

Contempory Night - Dry Dock
Sal March 2 trom 9 pm to 1 am. DRY DOCK
Salutes and Welcomes BG's Christian Organizations lor one big Fellowship "I Come ■party"
with other Organizations as music Irom Petra.
Steve Chapman. Amy Grant Sandi Patti and
others fill the HaHs ot Dry Dock Feel tree to
bring your favorite Contempory Music with you*

JOE TAIT voice ot Cleveland Cavsl
Live In Bowling Green1
Brought to you by WFAL end Coora Light
Contact 372-2195 or 353-8735 for more Info.

continued onpg.8

s& s
BARBER
SHOP
We specialize
in short hair
styling

Ahswer
164 S. Main

ALDUS

a a©

134 East Court St.

Thursday. Feb 28 at 8 PM Kobacker

Happy Hours at C
Sponsored by the Oeergn Club
Friday March 1 5 9 pm
Beer Party S4 00 lor 21 and over

Alpha Oams love their V.I.P.'Sl
Ka«p up the eplrrm

GAMMA
Greeks Advocating Mature
Management oi Alcohol
Wed Feb 27 9 1 5 pm 111 BA
AH Greeks are Welcome1

Confidential
Call Collect
305-341 5901

Coora Light A WFAL Present:
Joe TaH - Voice ot the CAVS In parson)
Thursday, February 28th
call 372-2195 or 353-8735 for details

Concert and University Bands,
Jay JacksonBnan Nutting. Coductors

Formal Spanish lamay make an exchange during the 91 92 academic year Write or cad
soon to
Jorge Garcia Cabeeo
c Salamanca 16 76
28804 Alcala Oe Hendres
I Madrid > Spa-n
TLF (91)880 4276

ADOPTION

Please help us make our dream
come true All medical & legal
expenses paid

DON'T LOSE YOUR RENTAL DEPOSIT'
HAVE DAMAGES REPAIRED1
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE CALL SEAN
352-/763 LEAVE MISSAGh

BETA THETA PI
Better late than newt
Thank you Thanh you. Thank you
(especaaHv Tim Hoffman) lor
the wonderful serenade
on Valentine's Day
Love Sh*no"

ADVERTISING CLUB
Wed Feb 27 7 30 pm
McFaH Assembly Room
SpiMKi'f 1'<.rr Ni'.v W-.

Found Set ot car Keys house keys by Leroy
St on 2 22 91 Call 354 85B7
LOST Eddie Bauer okve book bag
reward' Call Tern 352-7357

CHI-O ' CMK) ■ CHK>
GoodLuck HOOTER Hunters
Get excited lor this Saturday'
CHK) " CHI-O ' CHK>

ATTENTION STUDENT TEACHERS
Required TB Skin Test available at Student
Hearth Service. Coat S6 00 Dates and Times
lor Walk In Appointments correspond with the
initials ot your last name A4 Tues Feb 12.
5 7pm XI Wed Feb 27. 5-7 S-ZTues March
12 5-7pm

Ml HI 8 30

.in

SA1 M «'

u«i

»'l SI N

I I I ISI II

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU

Symphonic Band and Alumm Band
Mark KeHy .conductor
Sunday. March 3 at 3 PM Kobacker

Spring
Break
is Near!

No admission charge or tickets
required lor either concert
••ATTENTION"
Do you know where the
Wild Things are w
Kappa Delta does'
KD'KD'KD'KD'KD'KQ
CHI OMEGA KNOWS ELVIS!!'
Been thinking about National Student Exchange
for next year? YOU MUST APPLY THIS WEEK"
Attend school in Colorado. Arizona. California
or the Carotinas
at in-state rates Call Sue m
the Co-op Office al 372-2451 ASAP lor details'

Choose from our huge
selection of frames...
then choose again
because the second
pair is on us!

It' s time to load up on savings at
= BLUE RIBBON PHOTO =

: We are Bowling Green's only lull line
:
Photo Store

Single Vision

• l Hour Film Processing e
i (iinu'ias • l-'ilm • Lenses

$7988

Naileries

$3, $2, $1 Off on
Film Developing

For Both Pairs

Extra set of Prints
For a $1

i
Standard Bifocals

EYES EXAMINED BY DR. S. SHIff OPTOMETRIST
OFFERS EXPIRES MARCH 15, 1991

$11988

trt IUMIIKTKMK rmciD SIHMTI ir
•ST«ND«RD RUSTIC IRHMl I UNSiS.

For Both Pairs

One day service for most prescriptions with experienced Opticians ol your service.
You must be completely satisfied or we will return your money.
"Proving every day that
quality glasses and contacts
don't need to be expensive."

Burlington Optical

Itl.M Ihrnirp pri'M-nfi
MollrreN

The Misanthrope
i il Inlo I n JMi iff** h» Kl.-h.ir.! Hllhur

r.'h. .!<m..rih 2 A >l..r, I. 7-8 nl 8 p.m. llarrh :t nt 2 p.m.
I \.i Mnrlr Halnl Thrnlre

TOLEDO
1955 S. Reynolds

TOLEDO
3153 W. SytvanU

Across from Southwyck

472-1113

382-2020

■MM*. Mule. Mi. MH4>nl-Ar. t HI/.--. M l.r rwr.adon* if.ll SIS4III

MOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER PROMOTIONS OR SPECIALS

BOWLING GREEN

Good on 110. 126. 35 mm. and disc
Urn (C-41 process) Get S3 off on 36
exp . $2 off on 24 exp . or $1 off on
12 15 exp This coupon must accompany order This coupon not valid with
any other offer Offer good at time ot
developing One roll per coupon

I
I
I
BGN I Expires 3/5/91

I Expires 3/5/91

■
m
m
Open Mon. - Fri. 9-8; Sal. 9-5; Sun 12-5
Your Assurance of Quality

■ BLUE RIBBON PHOTO =

1616 E. WooMtr
Greenwood Centre

352-2533

157 N. Main St., BG Ph. 353-4244
(Across from Uptown)

nmE

•«! Burlington Optical #2757-91

University Food Operations

OF

We're more than just great dining halls!

ROOMMATE

We're snack bars, full service restaurants, and

HASSLES?

Chily's Express

TRY A ONE

Sun.-Thur.
6 p.m. - Midnight

Open everyday 2:00 p.m.-11:30 p.m.

EFFICIENCY
at

Sun.-Thur.
6:00 p.m.- 11:30 pm

Bowling Green's only on campus convenience store!

v v

BEDROOM

owcrs
I-N-N

Berries
M-F
4:30p.m. -6:30p.m.

M-F
4:30p.m.-6:30p.m.

POP ROAD
^APARTMENTS

■*£3r£V.

£215 E. Poe Road*
■A- R I \S

Call 352-0717
Sun.-Thur.
6 p.m. - Midnight

Quantum 90 accepted at all locations*
(Quantum 90 cards cannot be used for non food items it Chily's Express)

**■&&***** -Cr-tr

BGN

We Gladl" Accept Checks and Credit Cards

■6-fr-irtr-er-k'h-tr-Cr'iT*

TIRED

Just add St 00 to the regular price and
we will give you a second set ot color
prints' Offer good at Ihe time ot devel
op«ng on standard 3 M size prints from
110. disc. 126. or 35 mm (C-41
process). 12 15. 24 36 exposure
roHs This offer not valid with any other
offer Limit one roll per coupon

QIARDEN
TERRACE
Sun.-Thur.
11:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
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AIO tofltaH Toi
leturaey March 1

•tQ<U CM (K1MA CM
I The Brother, of Sigma CM would eke !■> announce Mr support tor our troop. In the
MklreeEeel
MHOCSKWOVMCCS
SMMUCMIKMUCM
LNe this Thursday!
MM) Joe Tett - Vote* of Itw CAVt I
Presented by WFAL 4 Caora tight
MlHHTIIir 171-11 WlorWrti
Need aomeSS?
Com* lo the two hour conMy show We Can
You Laugh and N you ara choaan as a
conlaalai'il you could win1 Only March 5 at 8
pm. only m 121 Waal Hal Sponsored by

IMOM
Operaton Desert Shield
Ooglaoa $4 00
Mowi esannal
StaWtaVM T-Hnin Snop

KO'MgUaa* KO
Happy Jail Baa'9II
Thia « your Hat yaar. ao
make thoee wrests'
I love my awaaoma Big'
LolaolLoya.
LILora
tramo MEAK tl: DAYTONA Oft CANCUN
Cancun$399. 0ey1one$149
Don't mlaa oul on tha boat Spring Braak tnpa
avaaabla. raaarva your fun ai the aun now.
spots ara fekng up taat' Call Kathy lor mora mlormaKon at 354 5887
SPRINGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS
48ft Luxury Yachta
Qroupa 016 lo 6
Savan Oaya Barefool Saang Ina Balwnaa
$488 00 aach Include* Pnvala Ceom 1 MaaU
SPflWOBREAK HOTLINE
I-800-999-7245 ANYTIME

[ OCfOaM "OTl CefXXTlaM )
Proceeds DeneM local
support groups
Phi Tau Seen PWTau
'. Thanks lor an awaaoma show on Saturday' II
; would have baen even better without tha net'
. Too bad lha other gala on campue don't know
whet they're rnaeing
•
Love. The Kappa Lacksa
PI SIQMA ERSILON
INFORMAL - SOCIAL MEETtNO
tWED. FES 27 - MO IN 110 SA
OPEN TO ALL
.
PI StOMA EP8HON
Flak up MOA Packet. NOW!
JaM tha 24-hour Dance-A-Thonl
Party AH Night land day) Long!

SCHOLARSHIPS!
Alumni Chapter Scholarship Applications
ara now aveaable Check your on campus
maabox lor apobcattone or atop by
Financial Aid or lha Alumni Omce
Application deedane ia Fab 28
Scholarships awarded from 25 Alumni
groupa from across tha country

THE
TANNING
CENTER
We honor local
competitors
advertised prices

1 f(\& VISIT

taring and a Mae?
No, We a hit!
ATO SoHb.ll Tourney
Saturday, March 2
The Steters of Gamma Phi Beta would like lo e«
lend our congratulation, to Tome Oeger on her
recant Gamma Phi That. Xi levakering 10 Jay
Cai/jo ol Defiance
Love S TTKE. your Gemma Phi Setters
The Sisters ol PI Beta Phi would hke to Con
gr.tulete Us. Gold on her recant peering to Jim
PMricfc
Thata Chi • Theta Chi
Congralulallon. Kevin Telepo tor
winning CM Omaga Twister!
Theta Chi • Theta Chi

TMS WEEK AT QOODTYMES
WED: "TMS YEAR'S FAD"M
THUR: ALTERNATIVE DANCEII
FRI: "TRIP 20" WITH
'LIQUID ALICE''
SAT: "BIO HUNK O'CHEESE"
WITH "BLACK MINOS OF MUSIC"
DRINK SPECIALS EVERYDAY 'Tilt
Trade.
Thanks lor a wonderful lima at Formal You
looked beautiful Hope you had a great time
Dennis

WFAL t COOP.S LIGHT PRESENT
THE VOICE OF THE CLEVELAND CAVALIERS
'JOCTAITTMUMOAY, FEBRUARY 2ITM
CALL FOB MORE INFORMATION:
172-2195 OR 353-arlS

$10 $400 Up WEEKLY. MeAng Brochuree'
RUSH Sen Addreeeed Envelope
Income.
1880 Lakeaide. Sue* 301 COE RMera, A2
88442
250 COUNSELORS and maoucfora needed'
Private coed, eummer camp In Pocono Mounlame Northeastern Parmeytvaraa Lohaujn. PO
Boa 234BG. Keneworth. NJ 07033 (9081
2780998

WIN A TRIP TO FL0M0AI1
Prmrann by Or Steven Bear
UVINO FOFt THE HEALTHY LIFE
BEYOND THE YEAR 2000
I' How lo DM Young iixOu Age')
Whan 7 30 pm. Thura Fab 28. 1991
Whara Lanhart Baatoom Urwaraay Uraon
Coal Iraa and opan lo tha pubec
Unrvererty aludanta who attend ara esgole lor a
drawing lor two Iraa artna tickets to Florida
ovm spring break1

BE ON T V many needed for commorciele
Now hiring al ages For casting mfo Cal (815)
779-7111 Ext I 883

"CRUISE INTO HEALTH FAIR
WHEN? Thura Fab 26 11 am-4 30 pm
WHERE? Lanhart Baaroom univ Union
FOR WHO? Everyone la welcome"

Bowing Green Little League Basebel
Aaaoc naeda lo I* 2 coaching positions
lor Summer 1891 Players ages 13 14
Cal 353 2918 il mtarealad in coaching

ALL MAJORS WELCOME
Part Time Poeieon m Marketing/ Salea Dept
No Telemarketing Mu.lheve.car
$7 25 10 start cal 11-5 pm 382 1080G

There el be ecreenmge - choleeterol. blood
pressure and glaucoma, treebiea and costume
characiara'
Don't miss out on al tha tun

CONSTRUCTION JOBS now raring al positions Both ekleed 1 unskiaed Male 1 Female
openmga For Info cal (815)779-5505 Exl

■1255

WANTED
1 female roommate needed to subleaae air
conditioned, furnished. 2 bedroom apartment
for Summer 91 2 blocks from canter ol campue 1300 al summer 5 I 4 of electric M Cal
354-8754 Leave message
1 or 2 roommates needed for summer Furnished apt $113 a month Can Eric at
372 3349
1 or 2 roommates for Summer '91 Male or Female Washer A Dryer In apt Fox Run Great
place lotve Can Pam 353 2103
1 -2 female eubleaaera needed lor Summer to
share 2 bdrm apt with one other female Very
cheap • no deposit required Ca* 352-9501 eveninga.
HELP' 1-2 lemaM roommates needed lor
Summer Ca) 353-9839 after 6 30 pm
Male roommate needed for
year Call Andy 352-4303

91'92 School

Roommate needed Immediately male or lamale Your half la $178 (includes everything!
cal 353-4188
Roommates needed for spacious, furnished
four bedroom apartment • May to August • Good
location, parking lot Can 372-5729 ASAP!
Situation wanted University Student looking for
work either cleaning homes or home care aid
Cal!353 7857

We Can Make You Laugh
Don't Mlaan

WANTED sublease™ lor this Summer Beautiful
2 Bedroom house GREAT LOCATION! Wei nepotato rent Cal 353-5250

We have money to help you pay your college
bwa Guaranteed 919-878-7891 SCI. 7401
Louisburg Raleigh. N C 27604

WANTED 1-2 nonsmoking female roommates
lor 91-92 school year Great location Call Stephame at 2-5479 or baa at 352-5209 ASAP

We have money to help pay your college bias
GUARANTEED! 919-878-7891. SCI. 7401
Lcuxaburg, RaWgh. N.C. 27804

Wanted: two male sublease, for lummer.
Awesome apartment with garage, 2 Bdrm..
outside deck, end air condlllonlng. Close to
campue - call soon 354-8474. Derrick or Eric.

iu7 this ad

COUNSELOR/STAFF FOR CAMP COBBOS
SEE - Summer poeittona available for general
counselors and epecaasets. el competitive
BOYS sports camp in Mame Must have strong
•Mki I abnty lo instruct, coach, or aaaial in one
or more of the foaowmg Basebel. Tennis. I
ketbal, Soccer. Hockey. Lacrosse. Archery
Rrflery Arts 1 Crafts. Martial Arts. Engash Hor
aaoack RKlng. S Al Waterfront Activities including Swimming (WSI). Seeing Waterskiing
Wlndeurflng. SCUBA Located on a beautiful
Hke in Cenlral Maine near Boston Excaeent
FacaWaa. Top Saksrlee. FVxjm/BoardVLaundry.
and Travel Aaowanca Cal or write: Steve Rubin
5 SaVarmlne Dr South Salem. NY 10590. i (914) 5336104 (ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS - MARCH 5TH AT THE BGSU UNION
BALLROOM )
CS SOPHOMORES Eaatman Kodak wW be
interviewing for CS Co-ope- This la an excellent opportunity which pays wall. For more
Information, call 172-2461 or atop by the CoOp Office In 231 Admin. Bldg
Excellent Income! Eaev Workl Miamol.
products at home Cal Now' 1 -801-388-8242
exl H2593, 24 houre

1980 Honda Motorcycle
Red, with chroma exheuet
Excaeent condition $200
Helmet included
Cal Mike. 354 6781

A lew goodie
Ml Vernon Apartments 802 8th SI
2 Bed. Furmshed. Dishwashers Pak) UWhea
CI Gary al 353 7934
Cany Rentala- 2 bedroom apta/houaaa for 2 •
3 • 4 students Very near campus New Ratee
AveHabael Cal 382-7385

FOR SALE
10" Color TewvWon
$50-Cal 354-8848

DAG Rentala
Nicest apts mSG
4 units left 850 Scott Hamilton 2 cocks horn
campue Modem, turmahad. 2 BR units, new
carpeting, laundry lac . AC, reserved parking,
max. 4 para. / unit No pels 9 mo lease
$850'mo 12 mo lease $595 mo ph 287
4255 or 287-3233

Former BGSU Hockey Player Cards
Rob Blake Upper Deck $1 00
Nelson Emerson, "score ' 50
Available al Young's Newsland
Gray, mala cockanei. cage, accaaaonaa.
$85 00 OBO Wendy 353-4858 Leave name
and*

D»G Rentala ■ dose lo Campus
2 br Upper rear apt Newly remodeled kitchen
Stove S Refng Max Occupancy 2 people
Plenty of parking Nopals aval May 1991 12
mo lease $395 mo ph
287 4255 or
2873233

JACKSON/Charvel B* electric guitar Ineludes case. 25 W Amp. 1 extras Only $250
Cal 372 4412

Efficiency
352 2883.

Roommates must sal molorcyclee 1 -Kawasaki
GPZ 550 1-V65 Prices neog Bursar wants
our money' Good cond . low mileage Cal Soon
353 9986

SCHOLARSHIPS. FINANCIAL AID, STUDENT

MMNia

FOR RENT

Soph, Jr or Graduate Student needed who la
fluent In Spanish (reading, writing, and
speaking). FulMlme summer position - paya
Si.SOfhr. Call the Co-Op Office tor details el
372-2451.

Nice 3 bedroom house, close to campus low utJities 12 month lease Starling August '91
$575'mo
718 third St
Call Carla
1-433-4474

2 BDRM APTS FURN 1 UNFURN
Near Harheman Free heat 1 cable TV
9-12 or Summer lea Rele-lnto sheets
avail tronl desk Best Western Falcon
Plaza Motel (across from Harshman)

One S Two BR turn. apts. 9 S 12 mo and eummer leases aval S 1 V Rentate 500 Lehman
(next lo bus station) 352-7454.
Ready lo settle down m quieter aurroundinga?
710 Seventh SI 2 bedroom unfum heal 1 AC
pax] 352 3445

2 bdrm apt lor rani now Cal 352-5058 before 5 00 or 354-2275 after 5 00 and ask for
Jerry.

TIMBER LAKE CAMPS
Located In NY e Calskil Mountains seek general Counselors. Athletic Instructors, end INSIs On Campus Interviews TOP SALARIESTRAVEL ALLOWANCE. 1 -800-828-CAMP
(9-4.30 weekdays)
Waitress Bartender needed immediately Apply at Gamer's Monday-Friday 2 25-3,1 893
S Mam St

FOR SALE
Kastk) 455 SX skies brand new! Never used'
SI: 180 -352-5905 $185

709 Fifth
2 BR BRAND NEW apts
2 fun baths 1 dishwasher

9 I 2a l2moleases

immediateley

Need an apt for summer or la*?
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS
lumisbed or unfurnished apts
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
al 354-2280 or atop by 319 E Wooslor
(across from Tec© Bel)
to pick up our listing $ speak
wrth our friendly staff

101 SIXTH
2BRunturn. HOUSE
large yard
1 year lease
NEWLOVE RENTALS
121S. Meln, 352-5)20

2 bedroom, completely fum.
Microwave. ACS laundry lacil
2, 3, 4 person rates
352-3445
Hours 9-9, local owner

available

Houses lor rent 2 a 3 bedrooms 1991-1992
school year Cal 352-2330 or 354-2854 attar
8:00 pm.

Room in house • upstairs wr kitchen a bath avarl March 10th Another room aval In August
201 S College Dr 352 3472
Single Rooms available now
Call 352 7385

704 5th St

and LOAN SEARCH 100* Money-Back Guarantee! FREE Information 1-800-879-1002
E»t «C 1280

ept

Sublease special 1 bdrm apt , cal lor details.
352 3785 Available immediately
Thrae Apartments In houaa
Close to campus. 443 N Enterprise
Apt A 1 bdrm, cute, 12
mo lease, August 91, $340 mo
AptS 3 bdrm . LR. kitchen den, bath. 12 mo
lease. August 91 $575/mo
Apt. C Large efficiency. 12 mo lease, Aug. 91
$285/mo
call Carla al 1-433-4474

private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
329 S. Main, 352-5820

124 Sixth
2 BR fum a unfurn apts
free heat, water, a sewer
quiet building
laundry taclities
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
321S. Main, 352-5820

Very nice efficiency apt. subleaae lor eummer
with e possible continuation mto 1991-92
achool yaar. $190 mo
util. paid.
354 6099-leave n
Wage Green Apartments
Now renting for Summer only!
Cal after 11 00 am 354-3538
Village Green Apartments
now ranting lor Summer only.
Cal after 11 00 am 354-3533
We're now leasing for the new rental season 1,
2, and 3 bedroom unils Yea we alow pels Call
354-8800 between 1 30 and 5 00 pm

KAPPA ALPHA PSI
ZETA NU CHAPTER
Of
Bowling Green State University

KULTURAL KONCERT
Featuring

X-CLAN
Afrikan Musical Poets

■ bv John Boissy

Fatman-
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Tickets

S10 Generoi --.
$12 Reserved p
S15atDoor §

Io

x

4)

5:15.

by J.A. Holmgren

SUNDAY, MARCH 17, 1991
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM
7:00PM
Tickets available: Monday • Thursday, 6-7:30pm, Union Foyer,
Beginning February 27

